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1. Which is a valid IP address for private non-routed network use?
A. 37.16.256.4
B. 117.24.103.40
C. 127.0.0.1
D. 192.168.7.69
Answer: D
2. A company has a mission-critical application that needs to be protected by AAM. It is also necessary
for a scheduled task, or cron job, to be run on the node running the application. A rule is created to
discover which node is hosting the application and then to launch the cron job on that node. Which type of
trigger is associated with this rule?
A. scheduled trigger
B. time-based trigger
C. on-demand trigger
D. sensor-based trigger
Answer: A
3. Why would AAM report a failed state for a process when the user still sees the application running?
A. The existence test is not written properly.
B. The existence test is reporting a value of true.
C. The response test is not checking for multiple processes.
D. The response test is returning a process state of No Response.
Answer: A
4. What happens to a Resource Group, using the default settings, when a managed process goes into a
failed state?
A. Three attempts are made to restart the managed process.
B. The Resource Group is immediately relocated to another node.
C. The existence test is performed to see if the process has actually failed.

D. The isolation script is run to determine if the Resource Group is isolated.
Answer: A
5. You have a Resource Group defined for a two-node Domain on nodes A and B. You want to
demonstrate a failover. The Resource Group is online on node A. All of the network cables are
disconnected on node A to initiate a failover. The Resource Group remains online on node A. Node B
takes over the Resource Group. Which condition caused this to happen?
A. No Isolation Detection addresses were configured on node A.
B. The verification line was configured improperly so the node did not transition to the failed state.
C. The Resource Group algorithm prevents relocation when heartbeats are not received from any other
nodes.
D. The Resource Group's objects transitioned to the unknown state so it could not be started on the other
node.
E. One of the objects in the Resource Group was a shared disk data source and the SCSI reset could not
be sent over the network.
Answer: A
6. Your process or service is stuck in the stopping state. Which two statements describe potential sources
of the problem? (Choose two.)
A. The response test is not written correctly. B.
The existence test is not working correctly. C.
The testing interval for monitoring is too low.
D. The testing interval for monitoring is too high.
E. There is something wrong with the stop command.
Answer: BE
7. By default, AAM port values are 8042 to 8045. Which command should you use to verify if these ports
are available?
A. nbtstat -a
B. netstat -a
C. portstat -a

D. nslookup -a
Answer: B
8. An AAM domain uses two domain lines. What happens if you change the IP address scheme of domain
line A?
A. AAM continues to use domain line B as a single domain line.
B. AAM can no longer use either line as a domain line and registers an error.
C. AAM immediately recognizes the change and automatically reassigns the first line as domain line A.
D. AAM immediately detects the change and deletes and recreates all new domain lines using the two
new IP addresses for communication.
Answer: A
9. Which two statements about domain networks are true? (Choose two.)
A. If a domain network fails, heartbeating continues over the verification network.
B. Heartbeat communication within the domain takes place over the domain network.
C. Network interfaces used for domain heartbeat communication should be managed by AAM.
D. The domain network can be used for communication with and between managed processes.
Answer: BD
10. Node alias names must

. (Choose two.)

A. be unique
B. be listed in DNS
C. be fewer than 16 characters
D. disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP
E. be assigned to a Resource Group
Answer: AC
11. A managed IP address can be assigned on NodeA, but not NodeB. What are three potential reasons
for this condition? (Choose three.)
A. NodeA has not unassigned or properly released the managed IP address.

B. NodeB does not have a Network Interface Card (NIC) on the designated subnet.
C. The target Network Interface Card (NIC) on NodeB is not configured or plumbed.
D. NodeB does not have a usable Network Interface Card (NIC) in the designated NIC group.
E. All of NodeB's usable Network Interface Cards (NICs) are already hosting a managed IP address so no
available NICs exist.
Answer: ABD
12. Which statement describes the functionality of an AAM Sensor?
A. A Sensor returns the value of the data point to a trigger.
B. A Sensor fires an associated rule when the value of the data point changes.
C. A Sensor fires an associated trigger when the value of the data point changes.
D. A Sensor senses changes in the value of a data point and submits those changes to its associated
rule.
Answer: A
13. A three-node domain is configured with each of the nodes connected to two networks. A network
cable attached to node A's Network Interface Card (NIC) is accidentally detached. Later that evening, the
maintenance crew unplugs power to the hub on node A's remaining working network. Which statement is
true?
A. The node is considered isolated.
B. Nodes B and C will report node A as shut down.
C. The resources running on node A are taken offline.
D. When the network connection is re-established, node A will determine that its Resource Group objects
have changed to a failed state.
Answer: A
14. How does AAM check the configured network path test IP addresses?
A. serially
B. randomly
C. numerically

D. concurrently
Answer: A
15. Which two are needed when creating Legato Mirroring for a Windows 2000 data source? (Choose
two.)
A. a dedicated mirroring network needs to be created
B. the source and target partitions must be basic disks
C. a Veritas Volume Manager for Windows data source must be created
D. Legato RepliStor must be installed in addition to AAM to provide the specification for mirroring
Answer: AB
16. Which two statements are true about domain line configuration? (Choose two.)
A. Every AAM domain must have at least one domain line.
B. Every AAM domain must have at least two domain lines.
C. Domain lines are recommended, but optional in an AAM domain.
D. One Network Interface or IP address can host many domain lines.
E. All nodes must have the same number of domain lines on matching networks.
Answer: AE
17. Which function does the default isolation script perform?
A. It releases control of shared resources and stops the agent.
B. It flushes the system's I/O buffers and reboots the machine.
C. It detects that the machine is isolated and removes it from the domain.
D. It pings a list of isolation addresses to determine if the machine is isolated or not.
Answer: B
18. Which statement is true about updating the AAM software?
A. All nodes must be running the updated version of the agent.
B. The agent must be uninstalled then re-installed using updated software.
C. The configuration database must be re-initialized after the upgrade is complete.

D. All license keys must be updated with the new version level prior to updating AAM.
E. All primary agents must be updated and brought online before updating secondary agents.
Answer: A
19. How many network path test IP addresses can be configured for each managed IP?
A. 1
B. 3
C. 5
D. 10
E. 12
Answer: D
20. A company has a two-node AAM domain. The nodes are connected to the public network. They are
also interconnected by two private networks: the first is a domain line and the second is a verification line.
The second node fails. What are the actions of the surviving node?
A. Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping
fails. The state of the failed node is set to failed.
B. Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. A ping is issued to each isolation address, but the pings
fail. (The node is isolated.) The isolation script is run. The state of failed node is set to failed.
C. Receipt of heartbeats fail on domain line. A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping fails.
A ping is issued across the public network, but the ping fails. The state of the failed node set to failed.
D. Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. A ping is issued across the domain line, but the ping fails.
A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping fails. The state of the failed node is set to failed.
Answer: D
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